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Videos are the most effective approach of spreading and getting the information and entertainment.
Video is considered to be the best approach in spreading information to the audience with sound
and visuals that pursue the audience in much effective way. Today, videos are used in multiple
ways for multiple purposes as the entertainment industry is fully dependant on the videos. These
videos are also used for the commercial purposes. The videos can be found from multiple resources
internet and DVDs are the widely used prominent medium and media respectively for this purpose.
You can find hundreds of thousand videos on the internet as well as on the DVDs.

DVDs are the optical disks that use the similar technology for storing data like magnetic disks data
is stored on the disks using tracks and sectors physically. These are the plastic made disks from
which data is read using a lens for optically readout data that are present on the physical sectors of
the disks. The DVDs are the digital compact disks can store huge size data in digital format this is a
reason that makes it a favorable media to use for the videos. Movies are often in high definition
quality, and these videos are of huge size that can be accommodated on these disks. Another
reason is the portability feature of these videos that make these videos favorable to use. This is a
cost effective media to use that is easy to use for portability of the contents. All these reasons make
these DVDs the most acceptable option for the publishers. The videos are preferably published
using DVDs. From the consumerâ€™s prospective, it is also favorable because he can get these disks
easily, without any problem from the nearing stores and can easily play these videos on the
computer or using DVD players.

On the internet, you can find these DVD images that are the compressed or encapsulated in ISO
image files. All the video contents that are included in the disks are in high definition quality that is
contained using a common format for all the disks. VOB format is the only format that is used by
default for creating DVDs for videos like movies and music albums. If you are a Mac user, and want
to purchase and watch DVD containing movie â€œThe Dark Knight Risesâ€• that is the most awaited movie
for the year 2012. You can buy the video disk from the nearing store and can play and enjoy the
movie in the high definition quality. If you want to play this upcoming movie on the Mac operating
system using your favorite media player, you are required to convert the DVD videos into a suitable
format that is supported by the media player you want to use. You may also want to play the same
movie on the IPAD, IPOD and IPHONES or on the cell phone, VOB format of the video is not
supported on these devices, and you are required to convert the videos into playable format. For
this purpose, you are required to DVD to AVI Mac convertor that can convert your videos into AVI
format that is supported by the IRIVER application for Mac users and for blackberry device.
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